Transforming research into results

To stay ahead of the increasing rate of scientific and medical research output today, you need one destination where you can conduct all your online research in order to do your work efficiently and effectively.

Search and discover current full text ejournals and ebooks, as well as bibliographic information, multimedia and Open Access; plus manage your results and all of your research documents—all within the OvidSP platform.

We’ve combined our leading search technology with powerful productivity tools to help users save time in their research process, so they can focus on the output of their work to answer important patient questions, uncover new theories, and make groundbreaking contributions to their field.

Whether you’re managing large scale, document-intensive projects or making time-sensitive, evidence-based decisions, OvidSP delivers the flexibility, speed, and productivity you’re looking for:

- Industry-leading search technology—including sophisticated mapping functionality
- Natural language searching for relevancy
- Search filters for fine-tuning and refining searches
- A dedicated work area—My Projects—to store, organize, and manage research projects and documents, including citations, full text, videos, images, URLs, and more
- A downloadable Ovid Toolbar for capturing critical and timely information you uncover outside OvidSP

“OvidSP is by far the best search platform out there.”

-Medical Librarian

OvidSP is your complete online research solution.

content + tools + services

www.ovid.com
Search the Way You Like

- **Basic Search** - Enter a complete question or phrase stated in plain English—no need for complex syntax! Our proprietary Natural Language Processing algorithm returns full text, multimedia and open access results ranked by relevancy.

- **Find Citation** - Only know part of a bibliographic citation? Enter values for specific fields, such as DOIs and other unique identifiers.

- **Search Tools** - Use specific tools, including permuted index, explode, trees, scope notes, and more.

- **Search Fields** - Search a database using one or more criteria, including abstracts, author name, ISSN, and many more. Display the fields you use the most in the **My Fields** tab.

- **Advanced Search** - Search full text and multimedia using controlled vocabulary terms or command line syntax for greater focus and precision.

- **Multi-Field Search** - Combine search terms using multiple search fields in one step.

Adding Value To Your Full Text Search

- **Multimedia**
  By selecting to Include Multimedia through **Basic Search** or **Advanced Search**, relevant multimedia results will be highly visible in your search results; additionally, browse through videos and images using the dedicated browse Multimedia tab.

- **OvidOpenAccess**
  Search and access high-quality, peer-reviewed content from Medknow Publications and PubMed Central—leading international publishers of Open Access content.
“Multiple search modes allow our users to utilize whichever interface they feel most comfortable with and which provides them with the best results. The ability to email search results has been the most popular tool amongst our heaviest users.”

-Information Resource Specialist at a Technical Library

Work Productivity Tools

- **Search History** – Easily identify how you conducted your search; display, delete, or save individual search terms.

- **Limits** – Use search Limits to bring greater focus to your searches. Fine-tune by star ranking, subject, author, and other criteria.

- **Search Results Tools and Functionality**
  Instantly view and sort results according to multiple criteria. Plus, OvidSP’s de-duplication technology eliminates repetitive results automatically.

- **Citation Management Options** – Select a preferred style—such as Ovid, Chicago, MLA, and many others—when viewing, printing, or exporting to your citation manager.

- **Annotations** – Easily attach notes to a citation or search result for future reference.

Content Alerting Tools

- **AutoAlerts** – Receive saved searches via email or RSS automatically whenever new articles matching your search criteria become available.

- **eTOCs** – Automatically receive notices via email or RSS when tables of contents for new journal issues are available.
“The most helpful feature is flexibility! Users and professional searchers alike will appreciate being guided through the mapping process, selecting terms as appropriate, seeing the search steps immediately, and obtaining new results from different combinations.”

- Associate Curator for Public Services at a Medical Center

Ovid Worldwide Headquarters
333 7th Avenue
New York, NY 10001
(646) 674-6300
(800) 343-0064
Email: sales@ovid.com

Additional sales offices are located in the following cities and countries:

- Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands
- Beijing, China
- Berlin, Germany
- Bologna, Italy
- Dubai, UAE
- Hong Kong
- Ilsan, South Korea
- Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
- London, UK
- Madrid, Spain
- Mumbai, India
- New Delhi, India
- Norwood, MA, USA
- Paris, France
- Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
- Sandy, UT, USA
- Stockholm, Sweden
- Sydney, Australia
- Tokyo, Japan
- Warsaw, Poland

For complete contact and location information, visit www.ovid.com/contact

Watch the demo at www.ovid.com

Extend Your Research Beyond Ovid

Ovid Toolbar
Downloadable feature for users who want to add links or documents from other sites outside the OvidSP interface to My Projects folders, an ideal complement to Ovid Universal Search.

Ovid Universal Search™
This add-on feature provides a cross-platform solution allowing you to simultaneously search subscribed content within and outside of OvidSP — no need to switch between multiple platforms.

Conduct More of Your Research Work within Ovid

My Workspace
This feature combines search, discovery, and document and research management into a single online destination, dramatically increasing your online work productivity.

- Comprised of My Projects, My eTOCs, and My Saved Searches/Alerts
- Save documents and findings—including articles, videos, URLs, images and more
- Organize the all materials found through OvidSP, Ovid Universal Search, and the Ovid Toolbar into research projects
- Simply upload your eTOCs and saved searches
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